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This essay is dedicated to the students and 
the members of E.S.S. who gave the teacher 
his most motivating challenge 
his most inspiring relation 
his most enduring fulfillment 
Introduction 
Note to readers: Please read this essay with open eyes, minds, and gentle 
hearts. In the title of this essay the meaning of com-passion could mean 
"Communication with passion." 
In the teacher's previous two essays with the support of his students 
(Hakuoh University Journal, March and September, 2001) , he has written 
about his philosophy of teaching and the proper attitude students should 
have in order to learn. In this essay he wants to elaborate more on what his 
experience has been these past few years in extending his research and 
study on his philosophy of teaching with a lovimg heart for students and the 
result which followed. 
This essay is mainly in five parts: 1) the application of the teacher's 
philosophy to assist students in developing and improving their English 
skills and ability primarily through the TOEIC examinations (listening and 
reading) , their explanations, and the data accumulated; 2) the use of what 
students leamed in conversation with the teacher for expanding their 
English study and for their performances of English plays in school; 3) the 
basis of truth taught by the teacher; 4) the two examples of playscripts 
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performed by the English Speaking Society (E.S.S.) and what lessons they 
taught; and 5) the postscript of the greatest teacher that ever lived. 
Part One 
Providence for Students Outside of the Classroom 
Ever since the teacher began to educate students in English at Hakuoh 
University, he has been asking himself How can a teacher do more than 
simply teach students his native language in the classroom to help them 
gain the most out of their time learning English in university? His answer 
after years of pursuit and prayer was: D to spend extra time with students 
to learn outside of the classroom on a regular basis; 2) to provide learning 
materials for students to gain more confidence in, and understanding and 
meaning of English; 3) to give students a real purpose for learning English 
and how they may expand their learning by studying abroad; and 4) to 
create for students a more friendly, open atmosphere to use their learned 
English together with their teacher and other students in conversation (with 
a little bit of assistance in Japanese) . The English materials used should 
have meaning and purpose for students to learn and apply to their daily life, 
future goals and work, and character. In doing this, students can accept the 
responsibility to study and learn more about themselves and others, besides 
leanring grammar, vocabulary, and sentence structures. 
In the teacher's essay " My Philosophy of Teaching---With a Loving 
Heart" (dated March 2001) , he wrote about the importance of knowing and 
experiencing God's love and having relationships with students through a 
10ving and caring heart. It was written by Moses: 
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You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart, 
with all your soul, and with all your strength.h 
Matthew wrote in his Gospel: 
A Iawyer asked Jesus a question, testing Him, and saying, 
'Teacher, which is the greatest commandment in the law?' 
Jesus said to him, ~fou shall love the LORD your God with 
all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind 
[understanding] . This is the first and great commandment. 
And the second is like it: You shall love your neighbor 
as yourself.' ~b 
John wrote in his Gospel: 
He who does not love does not know God, for God is love.*' 
Therefore, in order to have tue love for students the teacher needed to 
know and to love God first, for "God is love." ~' And he had to love the 
truth, for God is the "God of truth." 2 But how can anyone know God? He 
found the answer through Jesus Christ who proclaimed to be the "Son of 
God" and "the Truth"3 in love. The teacher found God's love through 
Jesus Christ to know what true love is and to love students the same way as 
Jesus did for His disciples (students) with His heart and Spirit living in and 
working through them. Teaching the principles of truth that Jesus taught 
His disciples in the Holy Bible with a loving heart is the teacher's uimost 
task to assist students in understanding themselves and others better, in 
preparing them to use their core values they leamed to strengthen 
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themselves, and in contributing to society and the world today and 
tomorrow. 
Dr. John R.W. Stott, world-renowned Christian scholar, wrote: 
Man comes to know God not through his own wisdom but through 
God's word [the Holy Bible], not through human reason but through 
divine revelation. God has made himself known in Christ. Man [needs] 
to be delivered from the exile and the slavery of sin. It was for this 
principally that Jesus Christ came. He came as Savior [for all 
humankind]...but only for those who seek Him.' 
Dr. Stott continued to write: 
Much that we take for granted in a "civilized" society is based upon 
the assumption of the human sin. Nearly all legislation has grown 
up because hurnan beings cannot be trusted to settle their own 
disputes with justice and without self-interest. A promise is not 
enough; we need a contract. Doors are not enough; we have to lock 
and bolt them. The payment of fares are not enough; tickets have 
to be issued, inspected and collected. Law and order are not enough; 
we need the police to enforce them. A11 this is due to man's sin. 
We cannot trust each other. We need protection against one 
another. It is a terrible indictment of human nature, what Jesus 
called our 'heart.' Sin cuts us off from God. It is an inward 
corruption of man's heart---the reason we are in bondage [to 
sin]. It is a deep-seated infection of Oluman] nature. In fact, sin 
is self---self-centeredness. And all the sins we conunit are 
assertions of the self against God or man.5 
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In the teacher's last four years while working together with students and 
members of the English Speaking Society of Hakuoh University, he had 
many opportunities to talk about and share with students four essential 
principles of truth written throughout the Bible. They were based on love, 
forgiveness, acceptance, and compassion. For students to know what he 
was talking about, he needed to show them what was written in the Bible 
and to be a doer-example of God's Word. It is written: 
All Scripture [God's Word] is given by inspiration of God6. 
and is useful for teaching, rebnking, correcting, and training 
in righteousness.6b 
Students Take on the Challenge to Build Up Their English Proficiency 
During the first semester of each school year these enthusiastic students, 
who met regularly four times a week, began training themselves to take 
offlcial TOEIC examinations given several times a year at various designated 
locations by testing their listening and reading skills in practice exams, 
correcting their mistakes, Ieanring from their mistakes, and rebuking their 
negative attitude toward giving up. The students, who came from the four 
Departments of Law, Business Management, Business Communication, and 
Early Childhood Education, participated in taking these practice tests to 
establish their intitial level of English proficiency and understanding and to 
evaluate their progress as time went on. Of course, their main objective 
was to set reachable goals in acquiring a higher level of English perception 
and skills within a set amount of time (for example, one year) . In addition, 
the students also wanted to build more confidence in speaking and 
communicating orally in English. The teacher had to be present to fill their 
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needs. 
A golden opportunity came for the students to study and leam the 
difflcult grammatical problems in the reading portion of the TOEIC tests, 
when a former female student and friend volunteered her invaluable time to 
come to Hakuoh twice a week for the entire first semester of 2002 by 
explaining each problem in detail until everyone could clearly comprehend 
the answer. Her expertise in this area of study helped students to grasp the 
'' ,, meanings of these tough problems with a lot more understanding, and 
her detailed explanations along with many problem-related examples 
lessened the burden of exam-taking. The students' response was always 
affirmative and as a result learned more from her than the teacher could 
have ever taught in the limited time. She left to go abroad to further her 
studies and taking with her her final offlcial TOEIC score of 980. 
The following data is a record taken from April 2001 until July 2002 on 
students selected at random from a total of about forty participants for this 
paper's study and research. Students I to 1 1 in both 2001 and 2002 recorded 
data are the same. 
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Data of Students' TOEIC Testing (practice and institutionaD Taken in 2001 
mostly from TOEIC Test Super Preparation 600 Problems 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 IP6/01 
Student 1 L-287 
R-312 
T-599 
272 
277 
549 
277 
253 
530 
267 
277 
544 
282 
297 
579 
292 
297 
587 
317 
317 
634 
327 
292 
619 
335 
280 
565 Ave-578.4 
Student 2 L-208 
R-2 1 3 
T-421 
223 
213 
436 
243 
213 
456 
223 
223 
446 
248 
218 
466 
223 
218 
441 
295 
180 
475 Ave-448.7 
Student 3 L-198 
R-178 
T-376 
218 
173 
391 
173 
168 
341 
193 
173 
366 
185 
165 
350 Ave-364.8 
Student 4 L-1 1 9 
R-213 
T-332 
198 
228 
427 
153 
159 
312 
200 
185 
385 Ave-364 
Student 5 L- 1 93 
R-252 
T-445 
193 
208 
401 
265 
165 
430 Ave-425.3 
Student 6 L-203 
R-203 
T-406 
213 
203 
42 1 
290 
275 
565 Ave-464 
Student 7 L-188 
R-243 
T-431 
282 
287 
569 
238 
228 
466 
320 
280 
600 Ave-5 1 8.5 
Student 8 L- 1 73 
R- 1 5 8 
T-331 
178 
144 
322 
163 
173 
336 Ave-330 
Student 9 L-183 
R-168 
T-351 
163 
198 
366 
218 
218 
436 
260 
120 
380 Ave-383.3 
Student I O L-173 
R-193 
T-366 
163 
168 
331 
173 
149 
322 
168 
163 
331 
144 
203 
347 
144 
213 
357 
198 
203 
401 
150 
165 
315 Ave-346.3 
Student 1 1 L-228 
R-178 
T-406 
208 
183 
391 
173 
198 
371 
168 
114 
282 
198 
183 
381 
220 
90 
310 Ave-289.6 
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Data　of　StudentsI　TO日C　Testing（practice　and　institutional）Taken　in2002
　　　　　　　　　TF9／00　TF1／00　TF5／02　TF11／01　1P6／02　TF1〆02　TF7／02　　ETS
Student1L－302　　302　　　356　　　337　　　460　　　366　　　351　　　416
R－356　　317　　　356　　　322　　　330　　　396　　　332　　　351
丁一658　619　　713　　658　　790　　762　　683　　767　　Ave－706．3
Student2L－307　　277　　　267　　　267　　　370　　　292
R－262　　287　　　248　　　292　　　265　　　208
T－569　564　　515　　559　　635　　500 Ave－557
Student3 203　　248
252　　198
455　　446
340　　　277　　　302
230　　　223　　　252
570　　　500　　　554 Ave－505
Student4 193　292　218　240　243　277　342223　312　243　285　243　252　262416　　604　　461　　525　　486　　530　　604　　Ave－518
Student5L－213　　223　　252　　203　　300　　257
R－277　　252　　　213　　　312　　　265　　　282
T－490　475　　465　　515　　565　　540
351
28
579　　　Ave－518．4
Student6L－257　　267
R－282　　317
T－540　584
272　　　315　　　243　　　267　　　307
312　　　280　　　297　　　223　　　257
584　　595　　540　　490　　564　　　Ave－556．7
Stu（ient7L－322　　332
R－312　　307
T－634　639
292　　400
327　　300
619　　700
337
351
688 Ave－656
Student8L－134　　228　　193　　139
R－173　　208　　　173　　　168
T－307　436　　366　　307
163　　188
144　　119
307　　307　　　Ave．338．3
Student9 218
158
376
252　　　285　　　272　　　252
248　　　195　　　228　　　213
500　　　480　　　500　　　465 Ave－464．2
Stu（ientl　OL－198　　168　　　134　　　168　　　225　　　193　　　163　　　193
R－188　　213　　　218　　　248　　　155　　　287　　　178　　　248
丁一386　381　　351　　416　　380　　480　　342　　441　　Ave－397．1
Stu（lentl1 208
188
396
213　　290
203　　195
416　　485
213
178
391 Ave－422
Student12L－282　　213　　282
R－223　　173　　　198
T－505　386　　480
370
145
515
282
198
480 Ave－473．2
Student13L－198　　158　　153　　158　　285　　168
R－183　　188　　　183　　　178　　　225　　　223
T－381　347　　337　　337　　510　　391 Ave－384
Student14L－183　　228　　　149　　183
R＿218　　　163　　　　178　　　262
T－401　391　　327　　445
178　　248
213　　203
391　　450　　　Ave－401
（TF＝TOEIC　Fdendsl　H》篇hstitutiona1（testing）Program　at　Hakuoh；ETS＝Education訓Testing　Sen瞳ce）
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Data Evaluation 
All students improved in their English proficiency, although there were a 
few who remained slightly above their initial level. There were various 
reasons for this: 1) the students' physical and mental condition when tests 
were taken; 2) the students didn't have the time to review their weekly 
mistakes or missed the explanation sessions; 3) the students were absent 
due to "Zemi" or part-time work; and 4) the students could not complete 
their reading portion of the exams when time expired. A11 of them began at 
different levels and those who really made an effort excelled in their ability 
to score highly on the tests, although there were lapses on certain test 
scores (scores lower than the previous ones) as indicated in the above data. 
Students 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 11 increased their profiency of TOEIC 
examinations by a hundred or more points irom 2001 to 2002. Students 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 12 have studied abroad in the past. Students 
12, 13, and 14 were in their frst year. The really ambitious students took 
the initiative to study on their own by doing additional work which the 
teacher provided for them. 
Part TWO 
Opportunities Come in Different Ways 
Summertime for some students was a time to take on a new challenge to 
study English in a foreign country. For most of them, it was their first 
experience to leave Japan. One of the English study programs for Asian 
students they enrolled in was the Center for Asian-Paciflc Exchange, better 
known as C.A.P.E. In this program students learned to improve their 
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English proficiency through interaction and communicative methods focusing 
on informal oral English situations, to understand American culture, and to 
go on field trips and educational visits. The program's main objectives were 
to: D help students improve their English oral fluency and critical thinking 
skills; 2) develop students' cross-cultural perspectives and communication 
skills; and 3) broaden students' personal horizons and career perspectives.' 
Classes were held at the University of Hawaii Manoa Campus. 
Another challenging program some students took part in was the New 
Intensive Courses in English (N.1.C.E.) , also available at the Manoa campus. 
Here they had a choice to select the Intensive Spoken English course or the 
English for Conversational Purposes course. Prior to being accepted the 
teacher had to be available to assist these students to fulfill all necessary 
application requirements. 
Since April of 2002 a few selected students were asked by the teacher to 
have an enriching opportunity to become teacher's assistants (TAs) every 
Thursdays and Fridays for the foreigu students' English classes. Without 
any hesitation they were all delighted to have a chance to do what they have 
been leaming together with the teacher: to develop a character to help 
others and to build confidence in themselves. The seven TAS had a chance 
to communicate with their counterpart to help them with their English in 
writing, reading, Iistening, pronunciation, and speaking. Using a basic 
grammar book to instuct from, the teacher prepared the TAS with prior 
explanations and practice on what to teach and who to teach since the level 
of the foreign students varied. The foreign students, TAs, and the teacher 
were overwhelmed by this surprising method of teaching and its 
accomplishment, and the utmost appreciation and gratitude went to the TAS 
who volunteered their unselflsh time to assist students from another country 
in their study of the English language. 
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Success comes when students take on opportunities with confidence and 
a positive attitude, use time wisely, and are motivated, encouraged, and 
enthusiastic to attain their purpose and task. Whether it be studying for the 
TOEIC examinations, studying abroad, or assisting the teacher in his 
classes, the results will always be the same---gaining a better understanding 
of the English language in reading, writing, and speaking; improving their 
overall skills, ability, and character; and even making new foreign fiiends. 
The teacher found that most of his time supporting students personally with 
their needs eventually led them to help others when he was preoccupied 
with something or someone else. Yes, there were times when he needed to 
be alone---a time alone with God in prayer---and students understood the 
reason. There were other times, too, when he spent his hours with 
students over a BBQ, in a nice dining room, or at a mountain lodge as a 
means of teaching, Iearning, relating, and growing together. 
The English Speaking Society 
The English Speaking Society of Hakuoh University is more than a club 
or circle; it is a "class of young English learners" with a purpose to study, 
to improve, to enjoy, to share, and to be able to communicate freely. It is a 
"bunch of young women and men" who really want to enhance their skills 
and ability of the English language; and to acknowledge and experience what 
growing up truly is at the same time. No two members are alike and, 
therefore, are able to learn from one other. 
The Society performs English plays for two consecutive days at the 
annual Hakuoh Festival held at the end of each October. Since the teacher 
became involved with these bright and active students they have performed 
"Pinocchio" in 1999 "The Lost Daughter" m 2000 "At Heaven s Gate A 
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Story of God's Love " in 2001 and "Joshua The Teacher Who Came To 
Earth " in 2002. Majority of these students had been studying for the 
TOEIC examinations during their hrst semesters, so planning, practicing, 
preparing for, and presenting these plays gave them a break from the hectic 
study schedule to enjoy and have fun working together in a totally different 
atmosphere and with a totally different objective of using what they already 
learned in English. 
Part Three 
The B asis of Truth 
The teacher cannot list all the principles of truth which are written in the 
Holy Bible in this essay, but he would like to mention briefly what are 
important to know. Truth by simple definition is not to tell a lie, as it is 
written in the ninth commandment of the Mosaic Law or the Ten 
Commandments that " You shall not bear false witness." Moses had 
received the commandments from God on two stone tablets. 
The first immigrants to America who came irom Europe and founded the 
initial thirteen colonies were all believers of God and the Holy Bible. In 
order to live in truth, the early Americans praised, worshipped, and honored 
God and actively devoted themselves in reading the Bible. When the 
founders of Massachusetts and Connecticut made the first school laws in 
1642 and 1647 respectively, their expressed intention was to teach children 
to read and write in order to understand the Scriptures. The Bible was 
their textbook.8 Harvard University was founded in 1636 with the stated 
purpose and intent that students would come to know God and Jesus as the 
way to etemal life. The same was true of Yale, Princeton, and the original 
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universities that comprised the American higher education system. 
Scripture reading was mandatory.9 
This is what America was like initially and God blessed her. The nation 
arose from men and women gathered around crosses m prayer.lo The 
traditional American ethics consisted of "hard work, personal responsibility 
and moral principles."n Amenca was established as "One nation under God, 
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all." The Declaration of Independence 
written on July 4, 1776 proclaimed: 
We hold these tuths to be self-evident that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed (provided) by their Creator (God) 
with certain unalienable (absolute) rights that among these are 
life, Iiberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 
The Holy Bible stated that " men of truth are those who fear [obey; 
surrender to] God"~', and that "fear of the LORD (God) [to hate evil] is the 
beginning of wisdom (the right application of truth) . " *= Therefore, truth is 
knowing, understanding, and obeying God, for "[He] is the true God." ~' And 
through reading the Bible, one can begin to understand the meaning of truth 
and why Americans swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth, so help them God while under court oath. 
God spoke to the prophet Jeremiah about 2,600 years ago and said: 
Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, 
Let not the mighty man glory in his might, 
Nor let the rich man glory in his riches; 
But let him who glories glory in this, 
That he understands and knows Me, 
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That I am the LORD, exercising lovingkindness, 
judgment, and righteousness in the earth.~~ 
What did some of America's early Presidents and others say about the 
God of Truth and the Book of Truth---the Holy Bible? George Washington, 
the first President of the United States, firmly believed that " it is 
impossible to rightly govern the world without God and the Bible." The 
sixteenth President Abraham Lincoln said, "I believe that the Bible is the 
best gift that God has ever given to man. A11 the good from the Savior of 
the world is communicated to us through this Book. " The twenty-sixth 
President Theodore Roosevelt stated "a thorough knowledge of the Bible is 
worth more than a college education. " John Wycliffe an English 
philosopher in the 14th century, said, "The Bible is for the government of 
the people, by the people, and for the people." And an anonymous writer 
wrote, "give me a candle and a Bible, and shut me up in a dark dungeon, 
and I wrll tell you what the whole world rs doing. " The psalmist wrote 
"The enhrety of [God's] word is truth "~* . The w iter of the epistle to the 
Hebrews inscribed "the word of God is living and active...it penetrates even 
to dividing soul and spirit... It judges the thoughts and attitudes of the 
heart."*' Jesus Christ prayed to God that '~Cour word is truth."** 
Truth is always the frst and important element of a 
spokesperson's message and that a quality spokesman 
continues to speak the truth in tough times when 
the truth may be unpopular.*" 
As Bob Briner and Ray Pritchard mentioned above from their book, 
Leadership Lessons of Jesus, a quality speaker continues to speak the truth 
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even when no one wants to believe or hear it. A person who 
must also live in truth regardless of the status quo. Dr. 
recorded this historical truth in his book, Time For Truth: 
speaks truth
Os Guinness
The year 1989 was widely described as the "year of the century." Set off 
by the stunning collapse of the Soviet Empire, a tidal wave of euphoria 
swelled around the world, exaggerated though understandable. Almost 
everyone who lived through those days has their own vivid memories of 
the intoxicating events. For some it was the wild dismantling of the 
Berlin Wall. For others it was the flowers thrusting jauntily out of the 
gun barrels of Soviet tanks. For still others it was the toppling statues of 
the discredited man-gods, Matx, Lenin, and Stalin. Joyously and 
irrepressibly, freedom was breaking out all over the world. 
The images most sharply etched in my mind, which a friend witnessed 
in person, were of the vast rallies in November 1989 at the climax of the 
'~/elvet Revolution" in Prague. Night after night crowds of more than a 
quarter of a million packed Wenceslas Square, mesmerized by the 
stirring addresses of the slim, boyish, mustachioed figure of then-
dissendent, Iater-President Vaclav Havel. Again and again, as the 
speakers painted the stark contrasts between the revolutionaries and 
the regime, the quick-witted Czech crowd broke out into a chant: 
'We-are-not-like-them ! We-are-not-like-them!' 
The contrast that first triggered the refrain was the dissidents' refusal 
to counter violence with violence. Another---a central defining 
feature of the Czech revolution---was the contrast between truth and 
lies. 'They,' meaning the Soviet regime, 'are people of lies and 
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propaganda.' 'We,' the revolutionaries, 'are people of truth.' Or as 
the motto of the Charter 77 Movement expressed it boldly, 'Truth 
prevails for those who live in truth.' 
The same claim was staked out by the Soviet Union's own one-man 
dissident movement, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, in his Nobel speech: 
'One word of truth outweights the entire world... Let the lie come 
into the world, even dominate the world, but not through me.' 
The explosiveness of truth has shown itself even earlier in 1966 
when Solzhenitsyn, then little known, gave a public speech at the 
Soviet Union's Lasarev Institute. That night, instead of just reading 
from his novels, Solzhenitsyn launched a blistering attack on 
censorship and the KGB. The effect was electrifying. Almost 
every sentence, the writer later recalled, 'scorched the air like 
gunpowder! How those people must have yearned for truth! 
Oh God, how badly they wanted to hear the truth!' 
As Solzhenitsyn and the leaders of the Velvet Revolution saw with 
clarity chiseled in courage, there were only two ways to bring 
down the might of the Soviet tyranny. One was to trump Soviet 
force physically, which was impossible for a tiny handful of 
dissidents in a day of SS-20 missiles and the KGB. The other was 
to counter physical force with moral, staking their stand on the 
conviction that truth would outweigh lies and the whole machinery 
of propaganda, deception, and terror. They chose the latter, and 
the unthinkable happened. They won.'" 
Control of one's mind in humbleness and meekness, while holding on tO 
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truth or seeking the truth, is a key step to inward perception of what truth 
is. Once a person finds truth there won't be anymore need to change, for 
tnuh cannot change. What was once truth will always remain truth, and 
that's final. Our true self is revealed by the contents in our mind and how 
we express them through words and actions. Our life is one of learning 
what truth is, knowing what truth is, and doing what truth is, but it is not 
that easy. Dr. James W. Sire confirmed this fact when he stated: 
There will be struggle not just with learning the truth we seek 
but with coming to know it on the nerve endings [distresses] 
of our lives. Yet, it is only to those who are willing to do the 
truth that the truth itself comes.21 
Another way of saying 'are willing' in the above statement is "Love." 
Blaise Pascal wrote in his elaborate notes later published and best known ~s 
the Pensees that "unless we love the truth we shall never recognlze it." He 
loved the truth above all else through finding the source of wisdom and 
knowledge in Jesus Christ. 
Since our mind is very flexible or complaisant, it can easily be changed to 
believe anyihing it wants to. And here lies the danger that we all fall into 
sometime or other---we make immoral decisions; we make bad choices. 
Sometimes we make the wrong choice because the truth actually frightens 
us. However, the fact that we do make mistakes and are responsible for our 
mistakes will help us to let go of the false beliefs and bad choices, and begin 
to search for the real tnith. To do this, we need passion for the truth and 
we must seek it with a passion of love. We must love the truthl Dr. Sire 
quoted several people on loving the truth in his book, Habits of the Mind, as 
saying: 
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Truth is not known unless it is loved. 
St. Gregory the Great 
He who understands truth without loving it, or loves without 
understanding, possesses neither one nor the other. 
Bernard of Clairvaux 
In love, and only in love, is real knowledge of the Truth conceivable. 
Pavel Florensky 
He also wrote this simple formula concerning obtaining the truth: 
If one loves the truth, one will do the truth one knows; if one does 
the truth one knows, one will be rewarded with more truth.. 
Love of truth brings obedience [of the truth]...failure to do 
the truth brings hatred of the truth.'2 
Dr. Guinness continued to write that "truth is one of the simplest, most 
precious gifts without which we would not be able to handle reality or 
negotiate life [effectively and properly]...truth is a vital requirement not only 
for individuals who would live a good life but for iree societies that would 
remain free."23 There can be no real freedom for a society that lacks the 
means by which to detect false statements. John W. Whitehead in his book, 
Truth Under Fire, wrote to the concemed Americans: 
If there is to be any real ireedom for all and optimism for the future, 
we must recover the ideals that are set forth in the Declaration of 
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Independence. The Declaration of Independence and the history 
that preceded it are where we must look to find what has come to be 
called the Anrerican dream. In it, we find three fundamental concepts: 
rights, resistence, and optimism about the future." 
Further on in his book Dr. Guinness said that the traditional view of 
truth is represented in the Jewish and Christian faiths, for it "gives a proper 
place to the importance of presupposition in thought, the importance of 
tradition in handing down thinking, and the necessity of a transcendent 
reference in human knowledge."'= 
The Holy Bible professes that God loathes lies and deception and that it 
is a major root of evil. Shaunti Feldhahn in her inspiring and spirituai novel, 
The Veritas Conflict, wrote "Society has so twisted things that people don't 
recognize the truth anymore."" A fonner Harvard University post graduate, 
Feldhahn explained in detail about the lives of campus students who enrolled 
in a class whose professor taught on the principles of truth from a Judeo-
Christian viewpoint, and how the wicked despise the truth by doing evil acts 
against those who live in truth. 
Dr. Douglas Groothius mentioned: 
Postmodernism...has dispensed with Truth and has replaced it with 
truths...seeks to transform radically---and so jeopardize---the biblical 
understanding of truth... The problem with postmoderns is that they 
have made peace with a poisonous view of truth, an untrue view of 
truth. It is one kind of problem to believe an untruth, to take as 
something that in reality is a falsehood, yet still believe that truth 
exists and can be known.27 
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Dr. Guinness gave us an antidote to fight against post-modernism: 
In such a world [of post-modernism], becoming people of truth is the 
deepest secret of integrity and the highest form of taking responsibilities 
for ourselves and our own lives... Truth is not only essential to freedom; 
it is freedom, and the only way to free life lies in becoming a person of 
truth and leanring to live in truth. Living in truth is the secret of 
living free.'* 
Part Four 
Two Plays Performed by the English Speaking Society 
(Play One) The Lost Daughter: A Parable of Unconditional Love 
A story written by the teacher based on the parable of the prodigal son in 
the Gospel of the New Testament of the Holy Bible. 
This is a story of a rich landowner and his two daughters. The entire 
family works busily everyday in the fields with their many hired workers. 
Every worker is treated fairly and everyone is very happy. One day the 
father tells his two daughters that when he passes away, they will inherit all 
his wealth and estate. Of course, this makes both daughters very happy that 
some day they will become very rich. The older daughter is encouraged to 
work harder every day, while the younger daughter is already dreaming of 
how she will spend her inheritance. 
After several years pass the father has become richer through everyone's 
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hard work and effort. However, the younger daughter has been thinking 
that it is time to ask her father for her share ~of his wealth. After she asks 
her father she is granted her wish. She has now become independent of her 
father as she leaves her responsibilities, family, and home. 
The younger daughter travels far away to another distant land where 
everything is full of pleasure, excitement, and very expensive things---
nothing what her hometown is like. Because of the huge amount of money 
that she is carrying with her, she makes "bad" friends quickly. She spends 
her money on expensive things and wild living with all the help from her 
newly found friends. After six months of this lifestyle she becomes 
peuniless . 
She is now all alone on the street. She looks for employment but finds 
none, and begins to beg for food and money. While begging she remembers 
her father and the abundance of everything that he provided for her before 
she left home. She begins to desire greatly the provisions that her father's 
workers are receiving, for their state of satisfaction and happy condition is 
contrasted to her state of misery and starvation. After weeks of continuous 
suffering and desperation she decides to return home and hopefully be hired 
as one of the workers, for she knows that she is not deserving to be called 
daughter; not knowing all along that her father has been eagerly anticipating 
her return every~day. 
The day of expectation comes. When the father sees her younger 
daughter walking towards home, he is filled with compassion for her. His 
love for her has never changed. The father's love prompts him to run to his 
daughter as soon as he sees her coming from a distance away, throws his 
arms around her, and kisses her as an affection of his love for her. He finds 
joy in her return and prepares a feast to celebrate his daughter's return. 
While the younger daughter's return is being celebrated, the older 
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daughter is working in the fields, which she has been doing ever since her 
sister left home. She has been holding on to bitterness and hate toward her 
sister. When she hears the news from other workers that her sister has 
returned and her father is holding a welcome home party for her, she 
becomes furious. 
The rest of the story is finding out whether or not the older sister will 
forgive her younger sister for what she did. 
The Cast: 
Narrators: Azusa Inoue, Chiaki Sekiguchi 
Younger Daughter, Amy: Yayoi Furusawa 
Older Daughter, Sarah: Rie Nakasone 
Father: Dai Ushiku 
Mother: Lisa Terauchi 
Workers (W) : Hiroyoshi Aoki. Shota Nakaie, Akiko Oka 
Bad Friends (BF) : Yoshinori Inomata, Manabu Kaneko, Makiko Suznki, 
Miho Naitoh 
Sellers (S) : Makoto Ogiwara, Hisae Toyooka 
Poor Beggars (PB) : Tsuyoshi Kuroha, Muneyoshi lhata 
Dancer and Angel Kazuyo "Sara" Kurosu 
The Crew: 
Light Director: Atsushi Kitajima 
Music Director: Shunsnke Satoh 
Curtains: Members 
Make-up Artist: Kazuyo "Sara" Kurosu 
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The Play: 
Narrators: This is a short story about a rich landowner and his two 
daughters. It describes the unconditional love that he and his wife have for 
their daughters, and the conditional love that the two daughters have for 
their parents and toward each other. It also tells of how unforgiveness can 
turn one's heart into bitterness, anger, and hate. Finally in the end, the 
story discloses how forgiveneness and reconciliation return hearts back 
again to peace, joy, and love. 
Please enjoy our performance of "The Lost Daughter." 
(curtains open; Iights on) 
Scene One 
(family members and workers out in the field) 
Worker #1: We are very fortunate to work for such a kind and honest 
owner. 
Worker #2: Yes, he gives us a fair pay, shelter, and food. Everyone is very 
happy to work here. 
Father: Daughters, one day you will inherit all of my wealth and land, for 
you have been very good to mother and me and have worked very hard 
everyday. 
Mother: We love you very much. 
Sarah and Anry: We love you very much, too! (hold hands) 
(curtains close; Iights dim; Iights on) 
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Narrators: Two years have passed and the rich landowner has become 
richer. Because he is a very honest and kind person, he hires more 
workers. Everyone is very happy and enjoys working together. However, 
one day... 
(curtains open) 
Amy: Father, I'm bored and I want to have my share of your wealth, now. I 
have been working very hard for too long and I want my freedom. 
Sarah: What are you saying? It's too early to live alone. There is so much 
work left to be done. 
Amy: No, I want my share, NOW! I want to leave this place. I' M 
BORED ! ! 
Sarah: You don't know what you are saying. You'll be sony, Amy. 
Father: (pauses before making his decision) Well, child, you have made up 
your mind to leave your home and to live alone. I will grant you your wish 
and may God protect you. (Father hands over a bag of money) 
Mother and Father: Don't forget. We love you very much. 
(1ights dim, everyone walks off stage except Sarah, as Amy begins to walk 
away from home; Iight on Sarah at center stage) 
Amy: (waves her hand to Sarah) Sarah, I LOVE YOU! (Sarah does not 
wave back, but looks down, not at Anry going away) 
(1ight off; curtains close) 
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Scene Two 
(a wild city full of pleasure, excitement, and expensive things; sellers selling 
and dancers dancing) 
Narrators: The younger daughter, Amy, travels far away from home to an 
unknown city---a wild city full of pleasure, excitement, and very expensive 
things. She doesn't realize that everyone in this city is greedy for money, self-
centered, and evil... 
(curtains open; Iight on) 
Seller #1: Welcome, welcome! Have you ever seen such beautiful colors 
and splendor in these precious stones? They would make wonderful, 
expensive rings to put on your fingers. 
Seller #2: And look at these lovely dresses to go with your beautiful rings. 
We also have bracelets and necklaces that will go well together with your 
EXPENsrvE dresses and rings. 
Amy: Do you really think so? 
S#1,#2: YES, WE DO!! 
Amy: Alright, I'll take all of them. 
S#1: That'll be TWENTY gold coins for the rings... 
S#2: And TEN gold coins for the dresses, and FrvE gold coins for the 
bracelets and necklaces. 
Anry: WOW! They're beautiful ! (hands money to the sellers) 
(from a close distance away bad friends watch Anry and wait for the right 
time to approach her) 
BF#1: Hi, how are you? We haven't seen you here before? 
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Amy: No. I'm new in this city. I have no friends. 
BF#2: Oh, really? So you came here alone? (sly expression) 
Amy: Why, yes. Can you be my friends? 
B#1,#2: Oh, for sure! 
BF#3: We can show you around and take you to some fun and exciting 
places ! 
Amy: Oh, wow, that'll be nice! 
BF#1,#2,#3: Yeah, come on, we're wasting precious time. Ha, ha, ha... 
(1ight off; curtains close) 
Scene Three 
Narrators: Well, it does look like Amy's newly found friends are the type of 
friends that she doesn't need. They seem to be very cunning and deceitful 
fellows, don't you think so? Let's check in on her... 
(light on) 
(Amy is now with gold-colored hair and wears all kinds of jewelry. 
BF#1,#2,#3 walk in front of the curtains from the left side while they point 
here and there and stop to see a dancer appear to the music of "Mickey 
Mouse Para Para-style." Amy looks at the dancer and joins her in dancing.) 
BF#1,#2,#3: What was that?? 
Amy: Wow! That was fun! 
(1ight off) 
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(Amy and BF#1,#2,#3 go behind the curtains to prepare for the next scene 
at the restaurant; Amy is sitting with BF#1,#2,#3, and the dancer around a 
table with empty bottles of wine and glasses. Everyone's loud and feeling 
good) 
(1ight on; curtains open) 
Amy, BF#1,#2,#3, and Dancer: (silly laughing) 
BF#2: Oh, that was a very delicious meal and excellent selections of wine. 
BF#3: It must cost a lot of money. 
Amy: Oh, don't worry, I'll pay for everything. I've got a lot of money. 
See... (showing off her money) 
BF#1,#2,#3: (100king intently at the money bag in Arny's hand) 
Seller#1: (walks in selling flowers) Anyone for some nice flowers? 
BF#1: (looking at Arny and hinting to buy the flowers) Look how 
beautiful they are. It would be nice if everyone had a bunch... 
Amy: Sure. Why not? A bunch for everyone, please. (pays the seller) 
Seller#2: (walks in selling expensive perfumes) Anyone for some 
expensive, imported perfumes from France? 
BF#3: (100king at Amy with cunning eyes) Wow, it would go great on 
you. 
Amy: You really think so? 
BF#1, #2, #3, and Dancer: YES!! 
Amy: Alright! I'll take one, and one each for my lady friends. (pays the 
seller) 
(light off; curtains close) 
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Scene Four 
Narrators: After many months of daily wild living and spending money 
foolishly, Amy is now penniless, homeless, and filthy. We find her sitting 
next to poor, smelly beggars. 
(1ight on) 
Amy: I'M HUNGRY! I haven't eaten for two weeks!! I have spent all my 
money and have lost all my friends and possessions. I tried finding a job, 
but no one would hire me. What can I do? I'm starving! 
Poor Beggars: (mumbling to themselves) Mmmmmmmmmmmmm.... 
PB#1: Go home. (points to the left) 
PB#2: Go home. (points to the right) 
PB#1,#2: GO HOME!! 
Mother and Father's voices: (heard in the background) We love you very 
much . 
Amy: (remembers her family and how well-treated she was) You're right! 
I'll go home, but I'm not worthy to be called "daughter" after leaving my 
mother and father and older sister and spending all of my father's money. 
PB#1,#2: (mumbling again) Mmmmmmmmm... 
(light off; Father appears standing on top of a hill; Iight on) 
Father: I have come far from home to the top of this hill everyday in hope 
of seeing my lost daughter retum. I patiently wait, so help me God. 
(1ight off for a short pause; then light back on Father) 
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Father: Here I am again, another day on top of this hill. It's been six 
months... Two seasons have come and gone since I Iast saw my lovely 
daughter. 
(Father looks with a hand gesture to the back of the theater and sees Amy 
walking toward the front of the theater) 
Father: Oh, my! Is that my daughter coming this way? No, it can't be. 
She looks so thin and weak...and DIFFERENT! But it must be her. Yes, 
yes, it is her!! (Father runs toward Amy and hugs her and kisses her as 
Amy reaches the front of the stage) My daughter, you have returned home! 
(1ight off; Father and Atny go behind the curtains quickly for the next 
scene) 
(curtains open; back at home; Iight on) 
Amy: Father, I have done wrong against you, Mother, Sarah, and God. I'm 
no longer worthy to be called your daughter. Please hire me as... (Father 
intemrpts) 
Father: (with an excited voice) Servants, bring the best dress and put it 
on my daughter, quickly! Also bring shoes for her barefeet. And let us 
celebrate with a feast, for she was lost, but now she has been found! 
(as the servants are preparing for the party the narrators appear) 
Narrators: While the return of ~ny is being celebrated by everyone with a 
welcome home feast for Amy, Sarah is still working hard in the fields. She 
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hears a lot of jubilant voices and music.. 
Sarah: (while working in the field) I wonder what's going on at home? 
Narrators: Sarah goes closer to home to find out. 
Sarah: (calls out to one of the workers standing outside the house) What's 
going on? 
Worker#1: (with an excited voice) Your sister has come home ! 
Worker#2: And your father is having a celebration to honor your sister's 
retum. 
Worker#1: Come on, Iet's join in the party! 
Sarah: (very angry) Are you kidding!! I wouldn't join in the celebration 
after what she did to me for all these months ! ! 
(Father sees Sarah standing outside and goes out to meet her and begs her 
to join in the party) 
Father: Sarah, I know how much you have hated your sister for running 
away and leaving you to work by yourself, but please come in and help 
celebrate her return. 
Sarah: I REFUSE!! Father, all these years I've been SLAVlNG for you and 
NOT ONCE disobeyed your orders. Yet, you have NEVER given me a 
party with my friends. (she runs away and goes back to the field to work) 
Father: Hey, Sarah, come back, come back!! 
Sarah: No way!! No way!! 
(light off; curtains close) 
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Narrators: On the next morning at breakfast, Amy feels guilty and 
approaches Sarah to ask for her forgiveness, but Sarah completlely ignores 
her and walks away. Amy, Father, and Mother sigh with their heads down. 
(curtains open; Iight on) 
(1ight off; curtains close) 
Narrators: That evening Father is very concerned about how to reconcile 
his two daughters to love each other again. He decides to pray to God alone 
and ask for the answer. 
(light on Father ) 
Father: (on his knees and hands raised) God of Heaven and Earth, what 
shall I do to bring love back to my daughter Sarah for her sister Amy? 
(light off) 
Scene Five 
Narrators: The following morning there is tension in the house, as the 
workers and servants attentively listen in on the meeting taking place ... 
(curtains open; Iight on) 
Mother: Daughters, Iast night Father prayed and asked God for the answer 
to bring our family back to our original love that we had for each other. 
Father: Listen very carefully, children. The instructions are simple---to 
reconcile through mercy and forgiveness. Sarah, you must have mercy and 
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pardon Airny for her selfish mistake. And Amy, you must ask Sarah for 
forgiveness for running away and leaving her to work by herself. 
Sarah: (still holding on to her bitterness and anger for Amy) But Father, 
Amy is bad! She should be punished!! Why did you give her a welcome 
home celebration? And the best dress? 
Father: Sarah, my love and mother's love for you and for Amy will never 
change. We will always love you no matter what you do. 
Mother: Sarah, Amy, Father and I believe that you never really understood 
the meaning of our love for you. And now, we want you to forgive each 
other and return to your first love that you both had for one another. 
(there is complete silence in the room as Mother and Father lower their 
heads and sometimes look at both daughters to see who will make the first 
move) 
(1ight on Anry) 
Amy: (stands up and walks to the center of the stage) I made a big 
mistake. I deserve to be hated by my older sister. (looks to the audience) 
Am I not wrong? (walks back to her chair and sits down) 
(1ight on Sarah) 
Sarah: (stands up and walks to the center of the stage) I have been good 
and right by working hard everyday, while she (points her finger to Amy) 
enjoyed life foolishly. (100ks to the audience) Am I not right? (walks back 
to her chair and sits down) 
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(light retums to everyone) 
(Sarah remembers Amy's parting words "Sarah I Iove youl") 
Amy's voice from the background: Sarah. I Iove you! 
Sarah: (begins to weep) Sob. Sob. Sob. 
Amy: (begins to weep) Sob. Sob. Sob. 
Sarah: (stands up and begins to walk toward Amy) AMY! ! Forgive me for 
holding anger against you for so long! 
Amy: (stands up about the same time and walks toward Sarah) SARAH, 
please forgive me! I 
(Sarah and Amy tightly embrace each other at center stage as Mother joins 
in the embrace) 
Father: (steps forward in front of everyone) Thank you, God, for bringing 
our family back to love and peace and joy again. 
(music begins, workers, servants, and family members all begin to rejoice 
and raise their hands toward heaven) 
The End 
(Play Two) JOSHUA: The Teacher Who Came To Earth 
A story written by the teacher as he interpreted what Jesus would be like 
on earth today. 
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This is a story about a teacher called only by the name of Joshua; but he 
is not the kind of teacher that one might expect who teaches from a 
textbook. This special teacher instructs his students through parables which 
he leamed and experienced to be the truth of life. At first, the students do 
not understand what the meanings of the teacher's parables ~ are. The 
teacher knowing from the beginning that the students would not understand 
the stories which teach the truth uses himself as the example to show the 
students the meanings of the parables. Some students learn quickly, but 
after a while become lazy and return to their own former ways. Other 
students also learn quickly but because of peer pressure quit believing and 
go back to their evil ways. While other students take time to understand 
the meanings of these parables, begin to believe in them, practice what they 
learn, and apply them to their daily lives and work. 
As these students all graduate from school and grow up to become 
leaders of society, we see what they learned and applied to their lives irom 
the parables their teacher, Joshua, taught them and how they have made the 
absolute difference in their lives, work, and success. The results all come 
to view when some of his former students reflect upon their past... 
Where is Joshua, now? 
The Cast: 
Narrator: Jing Lin 
Truth, the Father: Norihiro Nakajima 
Joshua, the Son: Yuichi Kitada 
Mother: Akiko Oka 
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Sue：Yuko　Yamaguchi
Child＃1，Student孝1：　Yusuke　Hatta
Child孝2，Student＃5：Katsuya　Ishikawa
Child孝3，Student＃3：Tomohiro　Yasukawa
Mother組：Hisae　Toyooka
Mother孝2，Student孝2，Girl：Tomomi　Aoyama
Mother誰3，Student孝8：Kaori　Kamai
Teacher：Tomohiko　Onodera
Student＃4，Boy：Makoto　Ogiwara
Student孝6，Maria：Mai　Akagawa
Student＃7：Naomi　Kitazume
Student＃9：Yu五Fulisawa
Student＃10：Naoko　Koike
Nick：Hayato　Kimura
Jo　Jo：Yang　Yong
Shorty：Shota　Nakaie
Lucky：Yoshiaki　Kawanobe
Chdsty：Wang　Xue　Mei
Lucy：Xu　Yi　Di
Alice＝Wu　Ling　Ling
The　Crew：
Azusa　Inoue，Light　Director
Naomi　Kitazume，Light　D辻ector
Emi　Inose，Music　Director
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The Play: 
ACT ONE (Scene One) 
(curtains closed; Iights on narrators in front of curtains) 
Narrators: In a far distant planet many, many galaxies away, there rule a 
Father and his Son in the kingdom called OHANA, where the entire 
inhabitants live together and care for each other like one big, happy family 
and apply all the principles and promises of Love and Truth to their daily 
lives. As a matter of fact, there is only trust and obedience in joy, peace, 
and love to the good and faithful rulers of OHANA. Before a person can 
enter this kingdom of OHANA, he or she would have had to leam, 
understand, believe, and only rely on the principles of Truth and adapt them 
accordingly to his or her life. 
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This story begins with the Father called Truth and his Son called Joshua 
watching over all their people working hard at various labor. Please sit 
cornfortably and enjoy our performance of "JOSHUA The Teacher Who 
Came To Earth." 
(lights off; curtains open; Iights on) 
Truth, the Father: Joshua, our people are working very hard and it pleases 
me. (showing a delightful face) 
Joshua, the Son: Yes, Father, and they are enjoying their work knowing 
that we share everything we have with them. A11 our people of OHANA 
work together and help to live in peace and harmony with one another. 
There are no competition and no compromise here in the kingdom of 
OHANA. 
Truth: Everyone lives in Truth and Love. 
(lights dim for a short time, then turn on again) 
Truth: (showing a very concerned face) Joshua, I have been observing 
planet Earth for some time now, and the Earthlings have no peace and love 
in their families and children are out of control. Their love is only for their 
selfish desires and material things. 
Joshua: I'm very sad to hear of such news. What can we do to help the 
Earthlings. Father? (100king at Father with great concern) 
Truth: I have thought about it for the past several days and have decided 
what we must do. (pause) (while looking at Joshua with stern but gentle 
eyes, Father places his hands on Joshua's shoulders) Joshua (with a bit of 
hesitation in his voice) , I have decided to send you to Earth to save the 
children from destroying themselves. 
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Joshua: Yes, Father, I will go and teach the Earthlings the principles of 
Truth. 
Truth: Joshua, take nothing with you except your wisdom of Truth in your 
heart. 
Joshua: Yes, Father. 
Truth: And may the Spirit of OHANA and Truth be with you. 
(Father walks off stage; Joshua is standing alone; Iights turn off and on 
rapidly and repeatedly as Joshua is transported to Earth) 
(curtains close; Iights off) 
ACT ONE (Scene Two) 
(Narrators appear in front of curtains; Iights on them) 
Narrators: Joshua has been transported from OHANA to Earth and is 
observing scenes in different places. 
(one light remains on Joshua observing scenes from one side of the stage, 
as the left side curtain opens; Iight on) 
Mother: Sue ! ! Clean up your dirty room this minute!! 
Sue: NO!! I'll do it later! My friends are waiting! 
Mother: No, you're not!! You clean your room right now or you're not 
going out!! 
Sue: Oh, yes, I AM!! Just watch me!! Goodbye, mom!! 
Mother: Sue, you come back here this second!! SUE!! SUE!! Do you 
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hear me, young girl!! !??? 
Sue: I can't hear you... Goodbye...forever!! 
Mother: SUE!! SUE!! 
ACT ONE (Scene Three) 
(1ight off; keep sublight on Joshua; Ieft curtain closes; curtains open; Iight 
on) 
(children walk out to iront stage; stop and stand talking) 
Child#1: Hey, Iook at my new cell phone. Isn't it a beauty? It's got all the 
modern devices built in it... (continues to talk but is interrupted) 
Child#2: That's nothing!! I've got the latest model that has so much power 
that it can telecommute to anyone on another planet... (continues to talk 
but is interrupted) 
Child#3: Ha, ha, ha! That's great if you can find anyone living on another 
planet. Ha, ha, ha. Look here ! (shows five phones attached to his chest) 
I've got five cell phones, so I can talk to more than one person at a time. 
Child#1: Hey, give me one! (reaches to take one from Child #3's body) 
Child#2: Yeah, give me one, too ! (reaches to take one from Child#3's 
body) 
Child#3: (struggling to hold on to his five phones) No way, no way! 
They're all mine ! You can't have any of them!! (looks at both Childs #1 
and #2 with an angry face as cell phones fly out of their hands; scene ends) 
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(light off; curtains close; keep sublight on Joshua) 
ACT ONE (Scene Four) 
(curtains open; three mothers begin talking) 
(1ights on them as sublight on Joshua moves toward the mothers) 
Mother#1: My son has failed in tests so often that he is always being 
laughed at by his classmates and teased as the school's dummy. Now, he 
stays at home all alone playing with his computer games all day. 
Mother#2: My son has been attacked by gang members again, and now is 
afraid to go to school. 
Mother#3: My daughter, too, but the school ofticials do nothing to stop 
school violences. 
Mother#2: And the problem is not only in school violence, but also with 
lawmakers... 
Mother#3: ...And law enforcers, too ! (pause) What can we do to help our 
children? 
Mothers#1,2,3: Yes, what are we to do? 
(curtains close; sublight stays on Joshua while the other light turns off) 
ACT ONE (Scene Five) 
(curtains open; both lights on the classroom scene where students are 
talking loudly and playing with each other, not paying any attention to their 
teacher) 
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Teacher: Today, I want to talk about... (students are talking and not paying 
attention to the teacher) Please open your textbook to page... (students' 
voices become louder while throwing paperballs at one another) 
Student#1: (in a loud voice) WHAT? I can't hear you (gestures by putting 
hand to ear) ...ha, ha, ha!! 
Teacher: (raises his hands and politely says) Please be quiet. 
Student#2: (in a loud voice) SAY WHAT? We can't hear you!! Ha, ha, 
ha... 
Student#3: (approaches teacher and touches his suit) Hey, Iook at this 
nice expensive suit. 
Teacher: (pushes Student#3's hand away) Please, don't touch me. (looks 
frightened) 
Student#3: Wow! Am I hurting you? (begins to push the teacher) 
Teacher: Stop it! Please stop it. 
Students: (laughing crazily) Ha,ha,ha...ha,ha,ha. (students throw paperballs 
toward teacher) 
Student#4: (stands and faces the class) Hey, stop picking on the teacher. 
He's just trying to do his job. 
Students: (all stop what they were doing and all look at Student#4 without 
saying a word) 
Student#4: I only want to leam something, that's all. (quietly sits down 
while shaking his head) 
Student#5: (stands) Wow! We got ourselves an intellectual! 
Students: Ooooooooooooooh... 
Students#6 7 8 9 and lO: (all stand from their seats, Iine up facing the ,',, 
audience, and begin to do an exercise dance to music; other students watch 
and keep time by clapping their hands) 
Teacher: (100ks disappointed as the class is out of controD 
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(1ights off; curtains close) 
ACT ONE (Scene Slx) 
(curtains closed; Iights on; in front of curtains) 
Nick: (with knife in his hand, he threatens a young couple for money) 
Give me all your money or your clothes ! ! 
Girl: (girl screams and covers her hands across her chest) Aaaahhhhh!! 
(hides behind the boy while holding on to him, as boy sticks out hand to 
protect her) 
Boy: (gestures to unbutton his clothes) 
Nick: (shakes his head) No, no, no!! Not YOUR clothes!! Your money!! 
Boy: OK! OK! (takes his wallet out irom his pocket and begins to count 
his money as Nick grabs it and runs away) Hey you!! Wait a minute!! 
(goes after Nick) 
Nick: (raises his knife towards the boy) Get back!! Get Back!! (Nick 
throws the empty wallet down and walks away with the girl looking in his 
direction) 
Boy: Hey, you!! Come back here ! ! (reaches down, picks up his wallet, 
cleans off the dirt and checks to see if there is any money remaining in his 
wallet) 
Girl: (while the boy is checking his wallet, she grabs it from his hand and 
checks herself) You have no more money! (throws the wallet to the boy 
and shows an angry and disappointing face) Goodbye! (she then runs in 
Nick's direction) 
Boy: (stands while looking in the girl's direction) Wait a minute ! Please 
come back. I have more money. (waits but she doesn't retum) Boy, what 
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is this world coming to. 
(1ights off; Joshua stands in iront of the curtains; Iights on Joshua) 
Joshua: Father was right. The Earthlings are out of control. They need 
help desperately. I must find the right place to begin to teach the truth. 
(1ights off) 
ACT TWO (Scene One) 
(brickwall background) 
Narrators: Joshua carefully searches for the right location to begin his 
teaching and decides to work in the most dangerous, dirtiest, and darkest 
district where only the worst of juvenile delinquents hang out, selling and 
using drugs, getting into gang fights, going out to threaten innocent people 
for money, prostituting, and robbing houses in other nearby neighborhoods. 
These young teenagers have left their homes because of lack of love and 
affection irom their parents and have become school-age, dropout " street 
kids " Joshua begms his nussion in an unpredictable and unsafe 
environment. 
(curtains open; Iights on Joshua at center; juvenile delinquents begin to 
approach him from all sides) 
Nick: Hey, Iook, we got a new face in our territory. (face to face with 
Joshua) 
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Maria: Yeah, and he looks real cute and innocent. (touches his clothes) 
Jo Jo: Yeah, maybe he's got a lot of money. (searches his pants' pockets) 
Shorty: Hey, mister, what are you doing here? (pushes Joshua) 
Lucky: Yeah, what'ya doing here, man?! (pushes Joshua in another 
direction) 
Nick: (opens his switchblade knife and points it to Joshua's chin) You 
looking for trouble, or what? ! 
Joshua: (keeps his cooD No, I'm not looking for trouble. As a matter of 
fact. I chose to come here to save you irom destroying yourselves. 
Nick: You what? ! Chose?! Save us?! (everyone laughs foolishly) 
Shorty: You must be a BIG JOKE ! ! (pushes Joshua again) 
(everyone stares at and moves around Joshua) 
(streetgirls enter) 
Christy: Hey, mister, you want to have a good time? (touches Joshua's 
clothes) 
Lucy: Yeah, we can show you what a good time can be. (leans into Joshua) 
Alice: He' so cute... (touches Joshua's cheek) 
C., L., A.: Ha,ha,ha...ha,ha,ha...ha,ha,ha... 
(everyone walks away laughing in all directions leaving Joshua by himself; 
Joshua looks up while lights dim; curtams close) 
ACT TWO (Scene Two) 
(set up park background) 
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(10ud voices of a gang fight can be heard in the dark behind the curtains) 
Voice of Gang Member: AHHHHHHHHHH! 
Another Voice of a Gang Member: Ohh, nooo ! ! Tony is dead!!! 
(a sound of a siren and police whistles are heard; a revolvmg red light Is 
seen behind the curtains) 
Nick: (comes out from behind the curtains; Iights on him; blood stains are 
on his shirt and hands holding a knife) The cops are coming! I gotta run 
and get out of here!! (runs to the back of the room) 
Maria: (comes out from behind the curtains; police whistle blows) The 
police are near!! Oh, no, I dropped my bag!! I gotta find it!! It's everything 
I've got! ! (returns behind the curtains) 
Jo Jo: (comes out from behind the curtains; police whistle blows) Oh, 
drats, they're close behind!! (runs to the back of the room) 
Shorty, Lucky: (yell from the back of the room while running toward the 
front and then go behind the curtains; whistle blows) Quick ! Quick ! ! Run, 
man, run! ! 
Alice: (from behind the curtains, sticks out her head; siren rs heard) Oh 
shit! 
(lights off) 
(as the music begins curtains open; Iights on Joshua sitting in a park area 
meditating) 
Shorty: (runs on stage from the side and grabs a hold of Joshua) Hey, 
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man!! You gotta help me!1 (he looks behind as though the police are 
chasing him) 
Lucky: (runs on stage from the other side and grabs a hold of Joshua) 
Help me!! Help me!! I don't want to be locked up!! (looks scared as though 
someone is coming) 
Maria: (runs from one side of stage) Oh, I Iost everything I had!! What 
can I do??!! I have nothing!!! (falls on her knees sobbing) 
Jo Jo: (runs down from the back of the room and falls to his knees) The 
police came close, but I escaped!! (grabs a tight hold of Joshua's pants, 
shaking him) What shall I do??!! You gotta help me ! ! 
Nick: (runs from one side of the stage) Hey, man ! I just killed somebody, 
man!! (breathing real hard) What am I gonna do??!! (Nick stays in a 
irozen position) 
Joshua: Stay here with me. You'll be safe with me only if you decide to 
tum from your evil ways and trust me. 
Shorty: How can we ever change from our way of life, man? We got 
nothing to live for but to only survive. 
Maria: And now, I've lost everything to live for. There's no hope. (bows 
head) 
Jo Jo: And we have no other place to go or anyone to tum to. 
Joshua: You have me. That's why I'm here...to help you learn how to 
change your ways. To give you hope! But, it won't be easy. You would 
need to believe me, trust me, Iisten, understand, and obey me as your true 
Friend. Can you do that? ~oshua looks at each person slowly with 
compassion) 
Nick: Are you crazy, man!! You're saying we need to change our ways??!! 
You're asking too much!! (runs away to the back of the room still shouting) 
You're asking too much, man!! ! 
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Joshua: Maybe so, but that's the only way you can get out of your fear, 
danger, and loneliness... And irom destroying your lives. 
Jo Jo: How are we to do it? 
Joshua: By learning what Truth is all about. 
Shorty: Truth? There's no such thing as truth! We just do whatever we 
think is best for us. That's our truth! 
Lucky: Yeah, that's saying it, man! 
Joshua: Well, from now on, you will learn what Truth really is. (the siren 
sounds again) Are you ready to learn? 
Jo Jo, Shorty, Lucky: (all look at one another and nod in agreement) Well, 
alright then... 
Joshua: OK, Iet's begin. Please sit down. (pause) Now, Iet me introduce 
myself. My name is Joshua. Please tell me your names? 
Lucky: I'm called Lucky Starr. 
Shorty: My gang calls me Shorty, but I'm not short! 
Jo Jo: My real name is Joseph Chan, but call me Jo Jo. 
Maria: I'm Maria Martinez. 
Joshua: Good. Please call me Joshua, and I'll call you by your first names, 
OK? 
Jo Jo, Shorty, Lucky: Yeah, OK. (Maria just nods her head) 
Joshua: Good. Now before we begin our lessons on Truth, you must first 
decide to stop doing what you have been doing up to now. 
Shorty: Oh, wow!! Your talking about our whole life ! 
Joshua: Yes, Shorty, up till now that is. 
Lucky: Yeah, but that's all we got, man. 
Joshua: You must stop your evil ways ! 
Jo Jo, Shorty, Lucky. Maria: OK. Joshua, we'll try. 
Joshua: Trust me. I'm your Friend. Knowing the Truth and living by the 
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Truth will set you free. You have been living a hard life up to now...one of 
fear, hate, and loneliness. You left your homes and families because there 
was no love when you needed it the most. You have bitterness towards 
anyone who despises you. You want some kind of significance in your life, 
but you can't get it. (long pause) What you want and need more than 
anything else is love, acceptance, and forgiveness. I am here because I Iove 
you, accept you, and forgive you for all your wrongdoings. Receive my love. 
Goshua extends both arms out to them as they begin to weep and embrace 
him) 
Maria: Joshua, what do you mean by "Truth will set us free?" 
Joshua: The Truth that love and forgiveness will free you from thinking any 
more evil thoughts and from doing any more evil acts, and give you peace... 
for without Truth there is no freedom. 
Maria: (confused) I don't understand what you are saying. 
Shorty: Yeah, we...we never had love before, so how are we to forgive 
anyone? 
Lucky: Yeah, my parents kicked me out of the house 'cuz they said I was 
"good for nothing!" There was no love for me ! (upset but in sorrow) 
Jo Jo: Yeah, me, too! I ran away from home 'cuz my parents were too busy 
with their own business and had no time for me ! 
Joshua: Alright, please calm down, and let me begin to teach you the 
principles of Truth... 
(curtains close; Iights off) 
ACT THREE (Scene One) 
(curtains closed; Iights on) 
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(park background) 
Narrators: And so, Joshua begins his teachings on the principles of Truth by 
first having his students learn and understand what "Love" is all about. He 
instructs that love is from the will and not the emotion, and that one can 
only be restored by love and forgiveness. He shows them how to love by 
being the Example. As the days go by more juvenile delinquents join in 
Joshua's classes held in various places. 
(1ights off) 
(curtains open, Iights on) 
Goshua are with students: Shorty, Jo Jo, Sue, Christy, Lucy, Alice, Maria, 
Lucky, Nick and others) 
Joshua: The Spirit of Truth living in you will always help you to love one 
another, to encourage each other, and also to make you be responsible for 
your own actions. Love is giving...and love is forgiving. For without 
forgiveness in your heart, you cannot truly have love. (pause) The second 
principle of Truth is that Truth is forgiveness...forgiving those who hurt you. 
Shorty: But, Joshua, how can I forgive the guy who cut me and tried to kill 
me? Look, here's the proof! (shows the knife scar on his body) 
Jo Jo: Yeah, what about the gang who beat me up with baseball bats?! I 
cannot forgive them! 
Sue: What about my mother who I couldn't stand yelling at me? I hate 
her! ! 
Christy: And what about those men who abused my body? 
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Nick: (sits edgy) Eh, Teach, how can I ask the guy I killed to forgive me? 
He's already dead!! Ha, ha, ha.. (no one else laughs, but everyone just 
stares at him) 
Lucy: Wow! You're disgusting!! (shakes her head in disgust) You can't be 
helped if you keep running and hiding irom your guilt. (pushes Nick with 
her finger) 
Joshua: (shows a surprising face) That's very good, Lucy. I believe you are 
learning what love and forgiveness mean, for the ones who want healing are 
the ones who can admit their evil and wrongdoings... 
Lucky: (adds) ...and want to make the choice to change from bad to good. 
Joshua: Yes ! Now, you're getting it. (whispers to the side) Oh, Father, 
the Earthlings are beginning to understand. 
Nick: Well, so long, guys. I can't take this teaching anymore!! Adios 
amigos!! (stands up and walks away to the back of the room) 
Jo Jo: ~oshua attempts to chase after Nick, but Jo Jo holds him back) 
Joshua, Iet him go. He has too much hate and bitterness to change. 
(everyone looks toward the audience, some with heads down) 
(curtains close; Iights off) 
ACT THREE (Scene Two) 
(curtains open; Iights on) 
(park background) 
Goshua walks from one side of the stage, while Nick appears from the other 
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side) 
Joshua: (100ks surprised) Hi, Nick I I haven t seen you for awhile How 
have you been? We miss you... 
Nick: (with an irritated and harsh voice) You know how I must be doing! 
I can't sleep ! ! (pause) I'm always running...running...running. (begins to 
weep) 
Joshua: Nick, I want to help you to stop running away from fear and begin 
to... 
Nick: (interrupts while Joshua is still speaking) You always know 
everything, don't you, Teach!! (pulls out a knife) Well, Iet me see if you 
know how to stop this ! ! (Nick attempts to thrust his knife into Joshua's 
body, but cuts Joshua's arm instead; Nick then runs to the back of the 
room) 
Joshua: (calls out to Nick) Nick! Nick! (falls to his knees holding his 
wounded arm) 
(Maria, Jo Jo, Sue, Shorty, and Lucky appear) 
Maria: Joshua, are you alright? I saw Nick running away from you with a 
knife in his hand. (pause) Oh, wow, did he do this to you? (Maria holds 
Joshua's cut arm and wraps her handkerchief around his wound) 
Jo Jo: (with an angry expression) I'll get him!! 
Joshua: (holds Jo Jo's arm) No. Jo Jo, it's okay. Nick needs my help. He 
doesn't know what he is doing. 
Sue: He must be crazy! How can you forgive a guy like that? 
Lucky: Yeah, can you forgive what Nick did to you, Joshua? 
Joshua: Yes, I can, Lucky. I forgive Nick. 
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Shorty: Oh, wow!! After he tried to kill you? 
Joshua: Yes, Shorty, yes... (faints) 
(everyone gathers around Joshua as the curtains close; Iights off) 
ACT FOUR (Scene One) 
(oifice background) 
Narrators: Joshua continued tc teach the principles of Truth with patience, 
love, acceptance, and forgiveness. Some students learned but after awhile 
became lazy and returned to their former ways. Others learned quickly, but 
peer pressure forced them to go back to their evil ways. While other 
students took time to understand them, began to believe in them, and finally 
live by them. Those who were living by the principles of Truth taught by 
Joshua went back to their respective homes to ask for forgiveness and 
acceptance from their parents, and to begin their lives over again, but this 
time with the Spint of Truth in them leading their way. 
Now, years have past and some of these students who graduated from 
school are working as leaders of society: Maria became a high school 
principal in a ghetto area helping those with no hope to change their minds 
to become somebody in this world; Shorty became an attorney defending 
the poor and troubled to have a voice in legal matters; Jo Jo became a world-
trading company president opening up jobs for many who were jobless; 
Lucky became the owner of a food-processing company providing food for 
the poor, starving, and homeless; and Sue became a missionary instructing 
the principles of Truth and Love to the desperate. 
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(One day they meet together at Shorty's law office...) 
(curtains open, Iights on) 
Shorty: Thank you for coming, everyone. I'm glad you could make time for 
this gathering. 
Jo Jo: What was so urgent to call this meeting, Shorty? 
Shorty: I wanted to find out how you are all doing in your lives and 
businesses? 
Lucky: Why don't we start with you, Shorty? 
Shorty: Alright. (pause) I couldn't be any busier. As you know I'm 
defending the poor and troubled with legal matters mostly in court. I face 
many corrupt lawyers who are in business only for fame and fortune, but the 
principles of Truth which I use always win over them. 
Sue: I'm so happy to hear that you are still obedient to what Joshua taught 
us many years ago. 
Maria: As a matter of fact, I believe we have all been humbly obedient to 
the principles of Truth, for they have given us peace, joy, and love in our 
work and in our lives...not forgetting our successes. 
Jo Jo: As for me, it all started when I asked my parents to forgive me. 
When they did I felt the Spirit of Truth renew my heart as if I was born 
again... And this time for goodness' sake. 
Shorty: Joshua always taught us that we can become different by renewing 
our minds daily in the right way, if we desperately wanted it to be. 
Lucky: I guess we were all desperate. (everyone laughs) 
Sue: What happened to Nick? 
Shorty: He was shot and killed in a police chase while running away from a 
crime . 
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Maria: Too bad. Nick never had the heart to want to change. 
Sue: What ever happened to Joshua? 
Jo Jo: I heard he continued to teach in other troubled places the same 
principles of Truth that he taught us. He has touched thousands of people 
who were just like us. 
Shorty: I still remember his last words to us were "See you agam m the 
kingdom of OHANA." 
(curtains close; Iights dim) 
(curtains open slowly; Iights dimly on) 
Joshua and Truth: (stands at the center as lights turn up slowly) See you 
again in the kingdom of OHANA. 
aoshua and Truth wave their hands at the audience, Maria, Sue, Shorty, 
Jo Jo, Lucky, Christy, Lucy, Alice appear behind, as the curtains close; 
lights off) 
The End 
Part Five 
The Greatest Teacher That Ever Lived 
A teacher speaks of what he knows, but he lives what he speaks. In 
other words, students pay more attention to what their teacher does than 
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what he says. Students won't care how much their teacher knows until they 
know how much their teacher really cares for them. When students know 
that their teacher is truly concerned for them, committed and dedicated to 
help them, and willing to sacrifice his time for them and their well-being 
through his actions, and not only accepts them as they are but as what they 
can be, then they will reveal their true selves, feelings, and thoughts to 
their teacher and respond to the direction the teacher is leading them. 
Students who know they are cared for and trusted are iree to be 
themselves, iree to develop and grow healthily, free to make mistakes and 
leam, iree to make changes for the better, and free to be the kind of people 
they were made to be by the hands of God. Teacher and students should 
always remember that God loves them just the way they are, yet loves them 
too much to leave them the way they are. 
The teacher is not a fanatic of religion, but he definitely has the fervency 
for the truth. His exploration for the truth has led him to the words written 
in the Holy Bible and to Jesus Christ. For those who are still seeking the 
truth, it may take them a lifetime to find this underlying veracity for the 
first time: that God truly loves them and wants them to love Him. Their 
ultimate purpose of life is to find the meaning of life and to experience it by 
having a relationship with God through Jesus Christ. American author T.S. 
Eliot wrote similar words to this effect: 
And the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where 
we started and know the place for the first time. 
Without any doubt the teacher's personal Teacher and mentor is Jesus 
Christ---the same Jesus who lived on earth for only thirty-three years but is 
the reason why we have our dates separated by " B.C." and "A.D." 
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Although He only lived on earth for a short time and was a teacher for only 
His last three and a half years, His teachings were the very "Word of God" 
to bring anyone who had "ears to hear" [to be taught], hope, peace, and a 
"new birth" [a new beginning]. Jesus taught His disciples (students) that 
He was "the way [to God], the truth [about God], and the life [of God], and 
[that] no one [could go] to the Father [God] except through (Him) ."29 What 
kind of spiritual truth was Jesus teaching about God, about God's kingdom, 
about Himself? He also spoke that those who have "no ears to hear"30 will 
not understand the meanings of God's Word and what they teach. He said: 
You will be ever hearing but never understanding; 
you will be ever seeing but never perceiving. 
For...people's heart has become callous; they hardly 
hear with their ears, and they have closed their eyes. 
Othelwise, they might see with their eyes, hear with 
their ears, understand with their hearts and turn, and 
I would heal them.3* 
There have been many people in the past and now in the present who 
have been and still are " soul-searching. " They have been and still are 
trying to find something beyond the scope of what this world had and has to 
offer in the wrong places and in the wrong things. Today in America, man's 
mtelligience has tentatively come up with "human solutions " in "-rsms " 
like relativism, secularism, materialism, and post-modemism. However, in 
doing so, egotism, immorality, greed for power, Iooseness of the law, 
mcrease m Juvenile cnme and "moral decay" have turned loose, wild, and 
out of control. These are definitely helping to abolish humankind from this 
earth. What is the reason for these destructive factors to be happening? 
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Answer: man no longer believes in absolute, unconditional, and unchanging 
truth. He has made "truths " for his conveniences. However, there are 
those who do find peace and love in their hearts by filling the void in their 
souls with Jesus, the Truth of life. 
If truth is truth, then differences make a difference---not just 
between truth and lies but between intimacy and alienation in 
relationships, between harmony and conflict in neighborhoods, 
between efflciency and incompetence in business, between 
reliability and fraud in science and joumalism, between trust 
and suspicion in leadership, between freedom and tyranny in 
government, and even between life and death. Certainly, the 
choices are ours, but so also are the consequences. When it comes 
to truth, the outcome affects not individuals but nations and 
civilizations .32 
To end this essay, the teacher would like to pray that we make our life's 
task one of seeking the truth, finding the tuth, speaking the truth, and 
living the truth. Stand for what truth is. One truth Jesus leaves with us: 
God loves us, wants to have a relationship with us, and can be found 
through His Son, Jesus Christ, the greatest Teacher that ever lived. 
Notes 
The teacher's two previous essays were printed in the Hakuoh University 
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